
 [34  minute lesson] Hong Kong SAR Public Release Lesson 1 Lesson Graph [8th Grade]  
Public Class Work 
The teacher begins the lesson by referringto page 161 and saying, “We have learned something about the square, do you 
remember?” 

Private Class Work 
Students work on two “classworks” assigned by the teacher.  
 
Teacher circulates and reminds several students that  

Discussing the answers to class practice problems
The teacher asks students to find the square root of 36.  
Student responds 6. When asked the negative square root,  
Student responds –6.  
 
Open your book to page 162 and do question number 2 on your book. 

 

Comparing positive and negative values
What is the difference between this part and 
the previous question? So, -3 x –3 = 9;  
So, (-3)2= 9.  What is the difference? Is it the 
same? Students reply “no”. Student responds 
that you must add a negative in front of the 
square. The teacher replies that you need to  
add a negative sign in front of the square root. 

Discussing the value of a, if a2 = 9
The teacher says: “Now we will learn another 
type of question. What is the positive value of
a if the square of a is 9?” 
Student: “Three”. The teacher says she will 
teach a step so they can find the value of a 
using the radical sign. She then asks for the 
negative value of a if the square of a is 9. 
Student answers negative 3. “Can you write an
equation for me?” 

s 

 
2 1/2 minutes
17 1/2 minute
there are two answers in each question. 

Public Class Work 
Students share answers 
The teacher asks for a volunteer to share how they did t
equation to express this condition: a2 =64.  
Students are asked to think about the square root of the
 
Discussing  -4 
T: “I have question for you to think…”A student replies “n
The teacher says wait a minute for you to think about th
the square root of negative 4. Is it equal to 4, -4 or no so
Students reply no solution. The teacher asks why is there
Which number times itself is equal to a negative number?
Teacher says maybe it is positive or maybe it is negative 
SS respond “zero”. Teacher asks if a is positive, what is t
 Positive, negative or zero? SS respond “positive”.  
If it is negative, what is the result of the square of a? S

Summarizing the Lesson The teacher says
to a2 = 9 on the board) , there are two values. If there is 
positive. If there is a negative sign inside then there is n

Assigning Homework 
The teacher asks the students to go home to read
about the square root-the properties of the squar

7 minutes 

1 minute 

2 minutes 

 

 

Discussing the meaning of the square 
The teacher asks: What is the square of 3? Some 
students respond 6, others respond 9. The 
teacher says, “yes, the square of 3 is equal to 9. 
How do you write the square of 3? ” Can you write 
in mathematics notation?” Student writes  
3 x 3 = 32 on the blackboard. The teacher asks 
what is the square of negative 3? 
he first problem. A

 square of negativ

o solution”. 
is-  
lution?  
 no solution?  
 SS reply “No”.  
or….  
he value of a2? 

S: “positive”. 

 we just learned s
a negative sign, th
o solution. 

 page 163-164. S
e root. She says
2. Referring to the table in Question 1, find the value of each of the 
following:  
a)   √36  b)   √49  c)  √100   
d)  √196  e)   √289  f)   √400 
g)   √169 h )   √361 i)  - √121   j)   -√16
fter getting laughter from students, the teacher says to write an 

e four.   

omething about the meanin
e answer is negative. If th

he tells the class that
: “Read the pages and d
What is the value of a if the 
square of a is 64? 
 
What is the value of a if the 
square of a is 81? 
g of the square root. If a2 = A (she points 
ere is no negative sign the answer must be 

 tomorrow they will learn something 
o the questions.” 
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